The aim of this paper is to develop some new 2-tuple linguistic hybrid aggregation operators, which are called the extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid arithmetical weighted (ET-LHAW) operator, the extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid geometric mean (ET-LHGM) operator, the induced ET-LHAW (IET-LHAW) operator and the induced ET-LHGM (IET-LHGM) operator. These operators do not only consider the importance of the elements but also reflect the importance of their ordered positions. Meantime, some desirable properties are studied, such as idempotency, boundary, etc. When the information about linguistic weight vectors is partly known, the models for the optimal linguistic weight vectors on an expert set, on an attribute set and on their ordered sets are established, respectively. Moreover, an approach to multi-attribute group decision making under linguistic environment is developed. Finally, a numerical example is offered to verify the developed method and to demonstrate its practicality and feasibility.
Introduction
In the real world there are many situations in which problems are too complex or too ill-defined to be amenable for description in conventional quantitative expressions. The use of numerical based modelling to represent such problems is not always adequate. Often the experts that take part in this type of problems use linguistic descriptors to express their assessments regarding the uncertain knowledge they have about the problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A number of studies have recently focused on using the linguistic variables to model the problems and have produced successful results in different fields [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In the process of multi-attribute decision making, the linguistic decision information needs to be aggregated by means of some proper approaches so as to rank the given decision alternatives and then to select the most desirable one(s). Herrera and Martínez [5] developed the 2-tuple linguistic arithmetic mean (TLAM) operator, the 2-tuple linguistic weighted averaging (TLWA) operator and the 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted averaging (TLOWA) operator. Jiang and Fan [22] defined the 2-tuple linguistic weighted geometric (TLWG) operator and the 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted geometric (TLOWG) operator. Zhang and Fan [23] proposed the extended 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted averaging (ET-LOWA) operator. Wei et al. [24] presented the 2-tuple linguistic hybrid weighted averaging (T-LHWA) operator. Xu and Huang [25] introduced the 2-tuple linguistic weighted geometric averaging (TLWGA) operator, the 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted geometric averaging (TLOWGA) operator, and the 2-tuple linguistic hybrid geometric averaging (TLHGA) operator. Wei [26] defined the extended 2-tuple linguistic weighted geometric (ET-LWG) operator and the extended 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted geometric (ET-LOWG) operator. Xu and Wang [27] gave the 2-tuple linguistic power average (2TLPA) operator and the 2-tuple linguistic power Meanwhile, Wei [28] developed the generalized 2-tuple weighted average (G-2TWA) operator, the generalized 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted average (G-2TLOWA) operator, and the induced generalized 2-tuple linguistic ordered weighted average (IG-2TLOWA) operator. As Xu and Da [29] have noted, the ordered weighted operator only considers the importance of the ordered positions, while the weighted operator only gives the importance of elements. In order to both consider the importance of the elements and that of their ordered positions, Xu and Da [30, 31] defined the hybrid weighted averaging (HWA) operator and the hybrid weighted geometric mean (HWGM) operator. After the pioneer works of Xu and Da [30, 31] , many hybrid aggregation operators are presented [24, 25, [32] [33] [34] . However, all above mentioned hybrid aggregation operators do not satisfy boundary or idempotency, which are desirable properties for aggregating a finite collection of arguments.
If the weight vector is exactly known, then we can use some aggregation operator to get the best choice(s). Sometimes, however, we are only able to provide uncertain information about the weights because of time pressure, lack of knowledge, or data, and their limited expertise related to the problem domain. In these cases, it would be necessary to develop a model to obtain such weight information.
In order to eliminate the issue in the existing hybrid operators, this study develops some new 2-tuple linguistic hybrid aggregation operators called the extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid arithmetical weighted (ET-LHAW) operator, the induced extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid arithmetical weighted (IET-LHAW) operator, the extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid geometric mean (ET-LHGM) operator, and the induced extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid geometric mean (IET-LHGM) operator. These operators do not only consider the importance of the elements but also reflect the importance of their ordered positions. Furthermore, based on distance deviation method, TOPSIS method and mean deviation method, the models for the optimal linguistic weight vectors are built. Then, an approach to multi-attribute group decision making under linguistic environment is developed.
The remainder of this paper is set out as follows: In Sect. 2, we introduce some basic concepts related to 2-tuple linguistic arguments and some hybrid aggregation operators. In Sect. 3, we define four new 2-tuple linguistic hybrid aggregation operators called   the ET-LHAW, ET-LHGM, IET-LHAW and  IET-LHGM operators. Meanwhile, some desirable properties are studied, such as commutativity, monotonicity, idempotency, and boundary. In Sect. 4, based on distance deviation method, TOPSIS method and mean deviation method, the models for the optimal linguistic weight vectors on the expert set, on the attribute set and on their ordered sets are established, respectively. In Sect. 5, an approach to multi-attribute group decision making under linguistic environment is developed. In Sect. 6, an illustrative example is presented to verify the developed method. In Sect. 7, the conclusions are made.
Preliminaries
Let S = {s i | i = 1,2, , t} be a linguistic term set with odd cardinality. Any label, s i represents a possible value for a linguistic variable, and it should satisfy the following characteristics [4] :
(1) The set is ordered: 
From Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, we can conclude that the conversion of a linguistic term into a linguistic 2-tuple consists of adding a value 0 as symbolic translation:
(s i ) = (s i , 0). Let (s k , 1 ) and (s l , 2 ) be any two 2-tuples, Herrera and Martínez [5] gave the following relationship between them.
( Xu and Da [29] found the ordered weighted operator only considers the importance of the ordered positions, but does not give the importance of their own. Based on the OWA operator [35] and the weighted arithmetic averaging (WAA) operator [36] , Xu and Da [30] developed the hybrid weighted averaging (HWA) operator, which is defined as follows: Definition 2.4 [30] A HWA operator of dimension n is a mapping HWA: R R n , which has an associated weight vector 
where b j is the jth largest value of the weighted argument , and n is the balancing coefficient.
Based on the geometric mean (GM) operator and the OWG operator [37] , Xu and Da [31] further developed the hybrid weighted geometric mean (HWGM) operator to aggregate the arguments in a similar way to the HWA operator as follows: 
where b j is the jth largest value of the weighted arguments
, and n is the balancing coefficient.
In the real world, there are many situations in which problems must deal with vague and imprecise information that usually involves uncertainty in their definition frameworks. It is hard to provide numerical precise information of the weights of elements and their ordered positions when the knowledge is vague. Often the experts that take part in this type of problems use linguistic descriptors to express their assessments regarding the uncertain knowledge they have about the problem.
Later, Xu [32] defined the linguistic hybrid geometric averaging (LHGA) operator; Xu and Huang [25] proposed the 2-tuple hybrid geometric averaging (THGA) operator; Wei et al. [24] presented the 2-tuple hybrid weighted averaging (T-HWA) operator; Xu [33] introduced the uncertain linguistic hybrid aggregation (ULHA) operator, whilst Wei [34] defined the uncertain linguistic hybrid geometric mean (ULHGM) operator. But all these operators can only be used in the setting of the weights of elements and their ordered positions both taking the form of real numbers. Further, all above mentioned hybrid aggregation operators do not satisfy boundary or idempotency, which are desirable properties for aggregating a finite collection of arguments. For example, let 
New extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid aggregation operators
In this section, we define four new extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid aggregation operators for the group decision-making problems, in which the weights of experts, attributes, their ordered positions as well as the attribute preference values all take the form of linguistic information.
Based on the extended 2-tuple weighted average (ET-WA) operator [5] and the extended 2-tuple ordered weighted averaging (ET-OWA) operator [23] , we define the following extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid arithmetical weighted (ET-LHAW) operator:
s n , n )} be a set of 2-tuple linguistic variables, the ET-LHAW operator of dimension n is a mapping ET-LHAW: 
is the 2-tuple linguistic weight vector on X.
Just like any hybrid aggregation operator, in Definition 3.1, lw is a 2-tuple linguistic weight vector defined on the ordered set, while is a 2-tuple linguistic weight vector defined on the element set.
Remark 3.1 If (r i , g i ) = (r j , g j ) for all i, j n with i j, then the ET-LHAW operator reduces to the ET-WA operator [5] , and if ( i , i ) = ( j , j ) for all i, j n with i j, then the ET-LHAW operator degenerates to the ET-OWA operator [23] .
By extending the extended 2-tuple weighted geometric (ET-WG) operator and the extended 2-tuple ordered weighted geometric (ET-OWG) operator [26] , we introduce the following extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid geometric mean (ET-LHGM) operator:
s n , n )} be a set of 2-tuple linguistic variables, the ET-LHGM operator of dimension n is a mapping ET-LHGM: R n -tuple linguistic weight vector lw = ((r 1 , g 1 
for all i, j n with i j, then the ET-LHGM operator reduces to the ET-WG operator [9] , and if ( i , i ) = ( j , j ) for all i, j n with i j, then the ET-LHGM operator degenerates to the ET-OWG operator [26] .
From the induced uncertain linguistic ordered weighted geometric (IULOWG) operator [38] , Definitions 3.1 and 3.2, we further introduce the induced extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid arithmetical weighted (IET-LHAW) operator and the induced extended 2-tuple linguistic hybrid geometric mean (IET-LHGM) operator.
s n , n )} be a set of 2-tuple linguistic variables, the IET-LHAW operator of dimension n is a mapping IET-LHAW: R n arguments of two tuples 1 1 1
n n n u s with a set of order-inducing 
n n n u s 
is the 2-tuple linguistic weight vector on ordered set N n}, and l =(( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 n , n )) is the 2-tuple linguistic weight vector on X. X = {(s 1 , 1 ), (s 2 , 2 s n , n )} be a set of 2-tuple linguistic variables, the IET-LHGM operator of dimension n is a mapping IET-LHGM: R n n the set of second arguments of two tuples 1 1 1
Definition 3.4 Let
n n n u s
( , ) 
r n , g n )) is the 2-tuple linguistic weight vector on ordered set N n}, and =(( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 n , n )) is the 2-tuple linguistic weight vector on X. In the following, we study some desirable properties of these four operators. 
The models for the optimal linguistic weight vectors
Based on distance deviation method, TOPSIS method [40] and mean deviation method, we research the models for the optimal linguistic weight vectors. Consider a multi-attribute group decision-making problem, in which both the weights and the attribute preference values take the form of linguistic variables. Let A={a 1 ,a 2 , ,a m } be the set of alternatives, C={c 1 , c 2 , c n } be the set of attributes, and E={e 1 ,e 2 
The model for the weight vector on the expert set
For each attribute c j (j=1,2, ,n), calculate the distance j k d between the expert e k and each expert in E\{e k } as follows:
Based on distance deviation method, we build the following model for the optimal linguistic weight vector on the expert set E for the attribute c j (j=1,2, ,n). It is equivalent to min 
Then, reorder
...
Based on mean deviation method, we establish the following model for the optimal linguistic weight vector on the ordered set Q for each pair (i, j) (i=1,2,..,m; j=1,2, ,n).
If there is more than one ij d equal, then we reorder their positions according to their subscripts in increasing order.
The model for the weight vector on the attribute set
Based on TOPSIS method [40] , we introduce the following model for the optimal linguistic weight vector on attribute set C. 
Since all alternatives are non inferior, we build the following model for the optimal linguistic weight vector on the attribute set C. Based on mean deviation method, we established the following model for the optimal linguistic weight vector on the ordered set N for each i=1,2, ,m.
It is equivalent to min
A new approach to multi-attribute group decision making under linguistic environment
This section develops an approach to multi-attribute group decision making under linguistic environment. The main decision procedure can be described as follows:
Step Step 2: Utilize the model (8) to calculate the optimal linguistic weight vector on the experts set E for the attribute c j (j=1,2, ,n).
Step 3: Utilize the model (10) to calculate the optimal linguistic weight vector on the ordered set Q for each pair (i, j) (i=1,2, ,m; j=1, 2, ,n).
Step 4: Use the IET-LHAW operator or the IET-LHGM operator to calculate the comprehensive 2-tuple linguistic decision matrix ( , ) Step 6: Utilize the model (12) to calculate the optimal linguistic weight vector on the attribute set C.
Step 7: Utilize the model (14) to calculate the optimal linguistic weight vector on the ordered set Q for each i=1, 2, ,m. [5] , select the best one(s).
A practical example
Let us suppose there is an investment company, which wants to invest a sum of money in the best option (adapted from Ref. [41] ). There is a panel with five possible alternatives A={a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 Step Step 6: From ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ). Namely, a 4 (arms company) is the best choice.
In the following, we use the IET-LHGM operator to get the best choice(s) in the above example. Step1'-Step 3': See Step1-Step 3.
Step Step 5': See Step 5.
Step 6': By the model (12), we get the following model for the optimal linguistic weight vector on the attribute set C. min 1
